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Behavior
(everything the animal does)

Two common types of behaviors are fixed action patterns and imprinting

 FAP  a behavior that is unlearned, not easily changed, and carried to completion
 they are triggered by some external sensory stimulus

Proximate causes (i.e., How?)
What in the environment caused the behavior?
What are the mechanisms?
 genetic
 physiological
 anatomical

Ultimate causes (i.e., Why?)
What is the evolutionary significance of the behavior?

 redcrowned cranes mate in spring and early summer
 a proximate questions might be: "how does day
length influence mating behavior?"
 a good guess might be that increased day length
affects certain hormones that control breeding
 an ultimate question might be: "why did natural
selection favor this behavior?"
 a good guess might be that during that time parents
can find lots of food for the young
 how have these two become connected?
 increased day length per se has no value for cranes
but it does signify increased food
 if the gene for a reproductive hormone responded to
light, it would be favored by natural selection.
 experiments have shown that day length affects
hormonal levels in a variety of animals

Proximate vs Ultimate

 males do not attack nonred models

 males will attack really bad models if they have
some red

 note that females do not have red bellies

Fixed action patterns

 imprinting is different from most learning
in that it has a "sensitive period"

 during imprinting, the young learn basic
behaviors and the parent learns to
recognize the young

 after this period the behavior cannot be
learned

 experiments show that young birds do not
know what a "mother" looks like

 they will imprint on the first they see that
has certain characteristics (e.g., movement
away from the young)

 they can imprint on a human and then
show no recognition of their biological
mother and sometimes won't ever bond to
reproduce

Imprinting

What are the causes of behavior?
1. Genetic
 directed movements
 kinesis
 taxis
 migration
 signals
 chemical
 auditory
 mating and parental care
2. Environmental
 diet
 social environment
 learning
 habituation
 spatial learning and cognitive maps
 associative learning
 cognition and problem solving
 genetic and environmental interaction in learning

Causes of behavior

So is behavior caused by nature or nurture (i.e., genes or the environment)?
 both
 those that are developmentally fixed are called innate behaviors and are under strong genetic control
 directed movements
 signals and communication
 mating and parenting

Kinesis
 a change in activity in
response to a stimulus
 sow bugs don't move
toward or away from specific
moisture conditions
 they are more active in dry
conditions and less active in
wet conditions

Taxis
 an oriented movement toward
or away from a stimulus

 social interaction between animals requires sharing information
 a signal is a behavior that causes a change in the behavior of another animal and the transmission,
reception and response to a signal is called communication
 many signals are designed to conserve energy
 e.g., a fish can warn another fish by erecting its fins which uses less energy than a physical
confrontation
 the type of signal depends on an animal's lifestyle and environment
 most terrestrial mammals are nocturnal so visual signals are ineffective
 olfactory and auditory signals work well in light and dark so many mammals use them
 birds are mostly diurnal and have poor olfactory sense so they use visual and auditory signals
 humans are also diurnal and so use visual and auditory signals also

Chemical signals
 most chemical communication is done using pheromones
 sex pheromones attract mates and trigger mating behavior when mates meet

Migration
 experiments have shown
that migration in blackcaps is
under genetic control
 captive birds hop around in
their cage during migration
season
 birds from a migratory
population were mated with
birds from a nonmigratory
population
 the offspring were raised in
an environment that simulated
one location or the other
 40% of offspring in both
conditions demonstrated
"migratory restlessness"
 this suggests a genetic basis

 the alarm pheromone is released from glands
in the skin when a minnow is injured
Back

Back

Directed movements

Signals
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 prairie voles are among the 3% of mammals that are
monogomous

 in fruit flies, males produce a song by vibrating their wings
 females recognize the song by intervals between the pulses of vibrations, the rhythm, and the length
of the pulses
 males raised in isolation produce a characteristic song without having been exposed to other singing
males
 also, there is very little variation among individuals in the male song
 this must be controlled genetically

 males help care for young (obviously some kind of
mutation)

 a male forms a strong pairbond with a female after
they mate and spends time grooming and huddling

 unmated males show little aggression toward other
voles but mated males are very aggressive toward both
males and females

 several species of green lacewings
differ only in the song the produce

 after birth, the male spends time licking and carrying
around the young to bond with them

 although morphologically identical,
the species never produce hybrids in
the wild

 research has shown that argininevasopressin (AVP)
mediates pairbonding and aggression

 the experiment crossed two species

 AVP binds with a receptor (V1a) and differences
between the distribution of receptors in the brains of
monogamous prairie voles and promiscuous montane
voles have been found

 the song produced by the hybrids
showed elements from both parents

 the V1a receptor gene was placed in mice

 they must be under genetic control

 the mice developed similar distribution in the brain
and showed similar mating behaviors as monogamous
male prairie voles (wild type mice did not show either)

 conclusion: a single gene might regulate this complex
behavior

from C. johnsoni parent

Ready for this?
 in humans, there is an allele for the AVP receptor that has lower affinity for vasopressin
 one study showed that men with one or two of these alleles experienced marital difficulty and their spouses
reported a lower sense of satisfaction, affection, and bonding

from C. plorabunda parent
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Auditory signals

Back

Genetic control

What role does diet play?

Does social environment play a role?

 e.g., the role of diet in mate selection by D. mojavensis
 the fly mates and lays eggs in the rotting tissues of cactus
 flies from the two populations were raised on three different media
 males and females from each medium were then collected and observed to determine mate preference

 California mice are monogamous, highly aggressive toward other mice and provide parental care
 even nonmated males are aggressive (unlike the prairie voles)
 whitefooted males are not monogamous and males do not participate in young care
 newborn California mice were placed in the nests of whitefooted mice and newborn whitefooted mice
were placed in California mouse nests
 mice adopted some of the behaviors of their foster parents

**

(Sonoran host plant)

 when raised on an
artificial medium, females
choose males from their
own population

(Baja host plant)

 when raised on either cactus medium, females
showed no preference when selecting males

 conclusion: female mate choice is strongly influenced by the diet of the larvae
 Proximate cause question: Why did Sonoran females avoid Baha males on banana medium but
not on cactus media?

** remember that vasopressin is associated with aggressive behavior and parental care

 it is known that fruit flies use (among other things) taste in mate choice
 the researchers discovered that the diet influences the chemicals in the exoskeleton and the
female fruit flies were able to identify males from their population by tasting the exoskeleton

 the change in the AVP suggests that this learned behavior has a physiological cause
 i.e., the social environment affected brain chemistry

 to test this, they raised males on artificial medium and then perfumed them with extracts from
the exoskeleton of Sonoran males

Could it be passed to the next generation?
 in fact, the mice displayed the same behaviors when they became parents

 females loved it!

Back
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Diet and mate choice

Social effect on behavior

Learning  the modification of behavior based on specific experiences
 remember that imprinting is a simple type of learning

3. Associative learning  the ability to associate one stimulus with another stimulus

1. Habituation
 ignoring stimuli that are meaningless
 e.g., eventually ignoring alarm calls that are not followed by a threat
 increases fitness by allowing an animal to focus on stimuli that are useful (like food, mates, or danger)
and avoid spending energy on irrelevant stimuli
2. Spatial learning
 learning based on the spatial arrangement of the environment
 would be adaptive to know the locations of food, predators, nest sites, mates, etc.

 zebrafish and pike do not occur together
in nature

 could zebrafish learn to associate their
own alarm substance with the odor of
this predator if they were delayed by 5
minutes?

 the zebrafish were exposed to an alarm
substance and then pike odor a few
minutes later

 the use of landmarks is more complex than kinesis or taxis
because it involves learning

 zebrafish in a control group were
exposed to water only and then pike odor

 in this case the pinecones were a stimulus (as in taxis) but
the stimulus is not constant and must be learned

 the control group did not react to the
pike odor because they had no reason to
be afraid of it (no innate response)

 the wasp had to learn the landmarks for each site
 note that the wasp used landmarks that are unlikely to move
(the pinecones)

 the experimental group showed
decreased activity in response to the pike
odor

 this association persisted for three days

3. Cognitive maps
 are more complex
 they involve building an abstract geometric map of the
environment, including the spatial relationships between
objects in the environment
 pinyon jays store nuts in as many as 1000 places and know
to avoid spots where the food likely rotted already

operant conditioning
 an animal associates a behavior with a reward or
punishment and then repeats or avoids that
behavior

 in one experiment birds were able to find the halfway point
between two landmarks when the position of them was
changed

Back

Habituation and Spatial Learning

Back

Associative learning
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4. Problem solving
 cognition is the ability to perceive, store, process, and use information gathered by the senses

 a pigeon solves a problem
 octopus solves a problem
 crows uses a series of steps to solve a problem

 crows use tools
 crows solve problems

Genetic components
 some songbirds reared in isolation will develop the right song never having heard it

 chimps learn to make tools by watching others

 this shows that their song is innate

 chimps solve problems by cooperating
 bonobos walk upright

 others learn their song by hearing it
 e.g., if sparrows are isolated for the first 50 days of their life, they never develop the adult song
 the chicks do not sing during the sensitive period but memorize the song they hear
 they seem to pay more attention to the song of their species than that of others

 bonobos blowing your mind

 crows eat nuts

 this shows the learning is done by observation but has genetic limitations (because they pay more
attention to their own song)
 as the bird ages, it compares its song with the one it memorized and perfects it
 the bird then sings only this song its whole life
 other birds, like canaries, do not have a sensitive period, but add to their song between breeding
seasons

Back

Problem solving

Genetic components

If behavior has a genetic component, is there variation between populations?

Is behavior subject to natural selection?

 prey and predators are both more
abundant in riparian environments

 garter snakes from coastal California eat
slugs but inland snakes do not
 slugs are rare in the inland habitats

 desert populations are more
aggressive, attacking prey more
quickly

 snakes born and raised in the lab were
tested (to eliminate environmental factors)

 lab raised spiders showed the
same behavior, indicating a genetic
basis.

 73% of snakes from coastal populations
ate the slugs while only 35% of those
from inland populations ate the slugs

 note that the difference was less
marked in the 2nd generation
because the selective pressure of
predators was removed

 there must be a genetic difference

Proximate cause:
 maybe when the populations separated,
some were able to recognize slugs by
some chemical signal

Ultimate cause:
 the abundance of slugs in the coastal
habitat selected for those snakes that
could detect them

Prey recognition

Spider aggression

If it's subject to natural selection, can behavior evolve?

 the for gene regulates foraging
behavior in fruit flies

 forS causes the "sitter" phenotype
where larvae move less than
normal

 forR causes the "rover" behavior
phenotype where the larvae move
more than normal

 flies were raised at both high and
low densities, starting with equal
frequencies of both alleles

If evolution can change behavior, what kind of behavior should be favored?
 behavior that increases success should be selected (i.e., those that improve foraging or mate choice)

Foraging
 animals must balance the cost of foraging with the benefit
 the main costs are:
 energy use
 predation risk

Mating behavior and mate choice
 different systems of mating and parental care exist
 sexual selection
 competition and altruism
 mate choice copying

 after 74 generations, larvae from
the two populations showed
differences in behavior

 the forS allele increased in low
density populations presumably
because shortdistance foraging
would yield enough food

 the forR allele increased in the
high density populations where
long distance foraging would help
them find areas of more food

Foraging behavior

Natural selection and behavior
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Foraging Behavior in Crows

 mule deer are preyed on by
mountain lions

On islands off British Columbia, Northwestern crows (Corvus caurinus) search rocky tide pools for sea
snails called whelks. After spotting a whelk, the crow picks it up in its beak, flies upward, and drops the
whelk onto the rocks. If the drop is successful, the shell breaks and the crow can feed on the whelk’s soft
parts. If not, the crow flies up and drops the whelk again and again until the shell breaks.

 the foraging area included both
patches of forest and open areas

1. Propose a hypothesis to explain the drop height you expect the crows to favor.
The height of drops made by crows in the wild was measured by referring to a marked pole erected
nearby. In the test, the crow’s behavior was simulated using a device that dropped a whelk onto the rocks
from a fixed platform. The average number of drops required to break whelks from various platform
heights was recorded and averaged over many trials with the device. Combining the data for each
platform height, total “flight” height was calculated by multiplying the drop height by the average
number of drops required.

researchers found that food available
to mule deer was uniform across the
foraging area but somewhat lower in
open areas

2. How does the average number of drops
required to break open a whelk depend on
platform height?

 predation risk varied greatly with
most deer being killed at the forest
edge

3. Total flight height can be considered a
measure of the total energy required to
break open a whelk. Describe the
relationship between total flight height and
drop height.

 mountain lions killed most mule
deer at forest edges while few were
killed in open areas and forest
interiors

4. Compare the graph of total flight
height for the platform drops to the drop
height preferred by crows. Are the data
consistent with the hypothesis of
optimal foraging?

 mule deer feed predominantly in
open areas, avoiding forest edges and
forest interiors
when deer are at the forest edge, they
spend significantly more time
scanning their surroundings than
when they are in other areas.

5. Researchers observed that the crows
only gather and drop the largest whelks.
Why might crows favor larger whelks?
6. It turns out that the probability of a
whelk breaking was the same for a whelk
dropped for the first time as for an
unbroken whelk dropped several times
previously. If the probability of breaking
instead increased with each additional
drop, what change might you predict in the
crows’ behavior?

 this indicates that the behavior is in
response to predator risk rather than
food availability
Back

Foraging costs

Predation risk

♂

Mating behavior is determined by:
1. Young care
2. Certainty of paternity

♀

 when young require care, birds tend to be monogamous
because males can leave more offspring by helping the
female
 when young are more selfsufficient, birds tend to be
polygynous because males can produce more offspring by
finding other mates
 for mammals, females normally provide all the nutrition so
males increase their success by finding other mates

 trumpeter swans  males and females of
monogamous species are often very similar

 in cases where males protect the females, they typically
have several females in their harem

 mate choice by female zebra finches is likely
the driving force behind the evolution of
male behavior and/or appearance

 researchers attached red feathers to the
heads of the parent birds to represent an
evolutionary change that might occur
naturally

 when the chicks matured, their mate
preference was observed
 the results suggest that females imprint on the male parent and their preference is important in the
evolution of the male
 elk  in polygynous species males are
often highly ornamented
 male jawfish hold the fertilized eggs in their mouth

 if females raised by unodorned males show no preference, why hasn't drab color replaced bright color?
 maybe the bright colors indicate something else that is actually the basis of selection
 in the stalkeyed fly, females prefer males with long
eye stalks

 when fertilization is internal, mating and birth are separated
over time so males cannot be sure of paternity

 research has found that certain genetic disorders are
correlated to the inability to develop long eye stalks

 this is likely why exclusively male paternal care is very
rare among birds and mammals

 Wilson's phalaropes  in polyandrous
species, females are more ornamented

 the female choice is based on male genetic quality

 many males engage in behavior to increase their certainty of
paternity (e.g., guarding and producing lots of sperm)

 it's likely that brightly colored feathers in male birds
indicates increased genetic fitness (e.g., absence of
parasites)

 with external fertilization, paternity is more certain because
egg laying and mating occur at the same time
 this is likely why for invertebrates, fishes, and amphibians
when parental care is present it is as likely to be from the
male as the female
 parental care is present in 7% of fish and amphibians with
internal fertilization but 69% of those with external
fertilization
 these behaviors are reinforced over generations because of
the reproductive success that results

Back
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Mating behavior

Sexual selection

 male intrasexual competition is also
important

 competition can be agonistic

If natural selection is supposed to favor the most successful individual, how do we explain altruistic
behavior?
 even if a behavior is not agonistic, an adaptation that benefits one individual indirectly harms others
 natural selection favors an individual's reproductive success no matter how damaging it is to others
 animals that give alarm calls endanger themselves in doing so
 worker bees are sterile but work to serve a single fertile queen
Why?

P. sculpta is a small marine crustacean

 when guarding a single female, α males father
the majority of young

 when more than one female is present, β males
father 60% of young

 γ males gain more success as the harem size
grows

 this is an example of a variety of mating
behavior and anatomy resulting from intrasexual
competition for mates

 all three forms persist because they none of
them is always successful

 each type has some high mating success in
certain conditions but reduced success in others
(i.e., they are equally successful)

 naked mole rats live in underground colonies of 75250 individuals
 there is one reproducing female who mates with one to three males
 all others are nonreproducing females and males who forage for food and care for the reproductive
individuals and the young
 they also will sacrifice themselves to protect the colony from predators

Cuttlefish mating tips

 there are cases where polymorphic males are not equally
successful and yet the polymorphism persists

blue throat
orange throat

yellow throat

 researchers have used game theory to explain these cases

 game theory suggests that the effectiveness of a strategy
depends partly on the strategy of others

 the sideblotched lizard in California has three color patterns:
 orange throats are aggressive and defend large
territories
 blue throats are territorial but defend smaller
territories
 yellow throats are nonterritorial and mimic females to
sneak sexual access

 researchers found that the relative abundance of each type went through cycles
 their mating strategy works like rockpaperscissors
 the effectiveness of each strategy changed with the relative abundance of the other male types

 when blue are abundant, they can defend the few females in the territory against sneaky yellows
 blues cannot defend against the aggressive oranges so oranges take over the blue territory
 an orange cannot defend all the females in the territory against sneaky yellows
 slowly oranges are replaced by yellows
 because a blue can defend a small territory against a yellow, blues become more abundant again

 this behavior should not be selected because it decreases the fitness of the selfsacrificing individual
 it could be explained in parents because it would actually increase the fitness of the parent
 this behavior could be selected for in the case of parents sacrificing themselves for their offspring
 remember that siblings share 50% of their genes so selection could favor individuals who help their
siblings or help their parents produce more siblings
 in this way, genes that promote that behavior would still increase
 this concept is called inclusive fitness  the effect an individual has on multiplying its own genes by
producing its own offspring AND by aiding close relatives, who share genes, to produce offspring
so, we should expect altruistic behavior between close relatives
 for sterile worker bees, the work benefits the queen, who is their mother
 the Belding's ground squirrel gives alarm calls
 females settle close to their birth site but males move further away
 females give nearly all alarm calls because she is most likely benefiting close relatives
 when all her close relatives are dead, she rarely gives calls
 all naked mole rats in a colony are closely related
What about altruism between unrelated individuals?
 these can be adaptive if their is an expectation of having the favor returned sometime in the future
 it is called reciprocal altruisism
Back
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Competition

Altruism
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 vervet monkeys give three alarm
calls:
 leopard call causes them to run up
a tree
 snake call causes them to look
down
 eagle call makes them look up

Do females ever pick guys just because other girls picked them?
Yes. It's called mate choice copying  individuals copy the mate choice of others

 in guppies, females tend to mate with males that have been successful in mating with
other females
 i.e., they choose males which have been successful in attracting other females

 young vervets give calls even
when they see harmless things
 when they get it right, others repeat
the call and they learn

 the control group established the
unbiased preference of females by letting
her choose with no other females present

 humans are no different

 the experimental group measured the
preference in the presence of other females

 it is likely that females copy other females
in order to produce male offspring that will
also be attractive

 this has been observed in other fish and
birds

Back

Mate choice in guppies

Social learning

Clumped
 most common pattern
 living in groups increases the success of hunting and
caring for young. It also helps exclude other animals from
the territory.
 organisms clump where conditions are most suitable

Wolves

Uniform
 can occur when individuals interact to affect
spacing

King penguins on South Georgia Island in the
South Atlantic Ocean

Random
 occurs when there is no strong attraction or repulsion
between individuals
 can occur where conditions are uniform
 for plants it can occur when seed dispersal is random

Dandelions

Distribution patterns

 a survivorship curve shows the number
of individuals alive at the beginning of
each year

Pattern examples

Life history has three factors:
1. when reproduction begins
2. how often reproduction occurs
3. how many offspring are produced

 where the survival rate of offspring is low, or
in variable environments, semelparity is favored
 offspring survival is not guaranteed so little
energy is invested in any individual
 the production of lots of "cheap" offspring
increases the chance that some will survive

 where the environment is more stable, or
where there is competition for resources ,
iteroparity is favored
 providing resources and/or care for a few
organisms is a better strategy
 in the extreme case of primates, generally only
one offspring is produced and a large
investment is made in it

3 general type of curves

There are three types of curves:
Type I
 low death rates in early and middle life
followed by high death rates in older age
groups

 life history is always a tradeoff between reproduction and survival
 i.e., energy used for one cannot be used for the other
 natural selection does not allow both
 researchers transferred European
Kestrel chicks to produce different
brood sizes

Type II
 constant death rate at all age groups

 they then measured the survival of
the parents the following winter
 it was clear that the cost of
providing for chicks was decreased
survival of the parents

Type III
 high death rate in early life
 death rate decreases after individuals
survive a critical period
(34 chicks)

Survivorship curves

(56 chicks)

(78 chicks)

Young care
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dN = rmaxN where, r = rate of increase
dt N = population size

 exponential growth results in a Jshaped curve

 populations with higher growth rates will increase
more quickly

 exponential growth often results when a species
is introduced into a new habitat

Use the graph above to calculate the mean rate of population growth (individuals per day) between day
3 and day 5. Give your answer to the nearest whole number.
Answer: 340360

 it can also occur after a population is drastically
reduced
 i.e., when resources are not limiting

 e.g., elephants in Kruger National Park, South
Africa

Exponential growth

Grid in Practice

A population of microscopic eukaryotic organisms growing in a large flask had the growth pattern
shown.

In one paragraph, explain the biological factors that determine the shape of the growth pattern shown
above in both period 1 and period 2.

Short FR Practice

 exponential growth is only possible while resources are not limiting
 as population density increases, each individual has access to fewer resources
 there must be a limit to the number that can be supported

Standard

Ok, but what happens in real populations?
 under lab conditions of constant resources and no predators, growth follows the
predicted curve

 that limit is called the carrying capacity (K)  the maximum population size that an environment can
support
 K is not fixed, but can change over space and time as resources change

 factors such as food, shelter, nesting sites, water, soil nutrients, etc. can be limiting

 in the logistic model of growth,
population growth decreases as
carrying capacity is reached

 natural populations do not react instantaneously to changes in
population size

 i.e., r decreases as N increases

 the population may overshoot the carrying capacity briefly
because females may already be pregnant when resources begin to
run out

 when N > K, population growth is
negative

 if it drops below the carrying capacity, there might be a delay
before growth begins again because offspring are not born instantly

 when N = K, equilibrium results
(white line)

 some populations fluctuate dramatically, showing no stable
population size
 this model is actually quite poor because few, if any,
populations actually follow this type of growth
 it is useful in conservation programs to predict the rate of
increase of small populations

 the greatest growth occurs at N = 500

 this is because while the rate of increase is
only half of the maximum, there are lots of
reproducing individuals (500)
**

#

 there is a balance between per capita increase
and the population size

 it has also served to stimulate further research into population
growth

 we should expect different population densities to favor different traits in organisms
 high population density should favor organisms that can survive with few resources (iteroparity)
 low density should favor those which can reproduce quickly and produce numerous, small offspring
(semelparity)
Which one is better?

** K  N = the number of individuals the
environment can handle while dividing by K
gives us the fraction of K still available

# multiplying by r changes the growth rate with
increased population size

rselection maximizes growth (r)

Kselection maximizes size and
growth slows near the carrying
capacity (K)

short life

long life

rapid growth

slower growth

early maturity

late maturity

 logistic growth produces an Sshaped
curve

many, small offspring with little care few, large offspring with parental care
low investment in individual
offspring

high investment in individual
offspring

 growth occurs rapidly at intermediate
population sizes but slows when N
approaches K

adapted to unstable environment

adapted to stable environment

 this is because there are lots of breeding
individuals and lots of resources

regulated mostly by extrinsic factors regulated mostly by intrinsic factors

 some populations switch strategies depending on the conditions
 e.g., D. melanogaster raised for 200 generations under crowded conditions are more productive
under crowded conditions than other populations
 when given equal amounts of food, larvae from crowded conditions feed faster than larvae from
uncrowded conditions

Logistic model

Real populations
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For some species, birth rate and/or death rate can change as density changes.

2003

 birth rate and death rate change
with population density

 birth rate changes with
population density but death
rate does not

 death rate changes with
population density but birth rate
does not

 this negative feedback keeps populations from growing indefinitely

 as density increases, birth rate declines or death rate increases (or both)

 these changes can be caused by:
1. Competition for resources
 as resources become limited, birth rate decreases and death rate can increase

2. Territoriality
 some species will not reproduce without adequate space so birth rate decreases

3. Health
 disease spreads more easily at higher population density so death rate increases

4. Predation
 predators may be better able to capture prey at higher density so death rate increases

5. Toxic wastes
 poisonous wastes can reach lethal concentrations so that death rate increases
 this is especially true in closed environments

6. Intrinsic factors
 the population density can cause hormonal or behavioral changes which then change reproductive
behavior
 e.g., whitefooted mice become more aggressive as population density increases and hormonal
changes delay sexual maturation, cause shrinking in sexual organs, and immune depression
 this cause an decrease in birth rate and an increase in death rate

Population density

FR Practice

Mean 3.17

2009

Standard

FR Practice

Mean 5.49

Standard

Standard
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